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PRÁCTICO COMÚN 1 

 

1. Actividad de pre-lectura 

Ensaye una definición de ciencia antes de leer el texto. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 What is science? 

     Science is the concerted human effort to understand, or to understand better, the history of 
the natural world and how the natural world works, with observable physical evidence as the basis 
of that understanding1. It is done through observation of natural phenomena, and/or through 
experimentation that tries to simulate natural processes under controlled conditions. 

     Consider some examples. An ecologist observing the territorial behaviours of bluebirds and a 
geologist examining the distribution of fossils in an outcrop are both scientists making observations 
in order to find patterns in natural phenomena. They just do it outdoors and thus entertain the 
general public with their behaviour. An astrophysicist photographing distant galaxies and a 
climatologist sifting data from weather balloons similarly are also scientists making 
observations, but in more discrete settings.  

     The examples above are observational science, but there is also experimental science. A 
chemist observing the rates of one chemical reaction at a variety of temperatures and a nuclear 
physicist recording the results of bombardment of a particular kind of matter with neutrons are 
both scientists performing experiments to see what consistent patterns emerge. A biologist 
observing the reaction of a particular tissue to various stimulants is likewise experimenting to find 
patterns of behaviour. These folks usually do their work in labs and wear impressive white lab 
coats, which seems to mean they make more money too.  

     The critical commonality is that all these people are making and recording observations of 
nature, or of simulations of nature, in order to learn more about how nature, in the broadest 
sense, works. We'll see below that one of their main goals is to show that old ideas (the ideas of 
scientists a century ago or perhaps just a year ago) are wrong and that, instead, new ideas may 
better explain nature.  
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So why do science? I - the individual perspective 

     So why are all these people described above doing what they're doing? In most cases, they're 
collecting information to test new ideas or to disprove old ones. Scientists become famous for 
discovering new things that change how we think about nature, whether the discovery is a new 
species of dinosaur or a new way in which atoms bond. Many scientists find their greatest joy in a 
previously unknown fact (a discovery) that explains some problem previously not explained, or 
that overturns some previously accepted idea. 

     That's the answer based on noble principles, and it probably explains why many people go into 
science as a career. On a pragmatic level, people also do science to earn their paychecks. 
Professors at most universities and many colleges are expected as part of their contractual 
obligations of employment to do research that makes new contributions to knowledge. If they 
don't, they lose their jobs, or at least they get lousy raises.  

     Scientists also work for corporations and are paid to generate new knowledge about how a 
particular chemical affects the growth of soybeans or how petroleum forms deep in the earth. 
These scientists get paid better, but they may work in obscurity because the knowledge they 
generate is kept secret by their employers for the development of new products or technologies. 
In fact, these folks at Megacorp do science, in that they and people within their company learn 
new things, but it may be years before their work becomes science in the sense of a contribution 
to humanity's body of knowledge beyond Megacorp's walls. 

Why do Science? II - The Societal Perspective  

     If the ideas above help explain why individuals do science, one might still wonder why societies 
and nations pay those individuals to do science. Why does a society devote some of its resources 
to this business of developing new knowledge about the natural world, or what has motivated 
these scientists to devote their lives to developing this new knowledge? 

     One realm of answers lies in the desire to improve people's lives. Geneticists trying to 
understand how certain conditions are passed from generation to generation and biologists 
tracing the pathways by which diseases are transmitted are clearly seeking information that may 
better the lives of very ordinary people. Earth scientists developing better models for the 
prediction of weather or for the prediction of earthquakes, landslides, and volcanic eruptions are 
likewise seeking knowledge that can help avoid the hardships that have plagued humanity for 
centuries. Any society concerned about the welfare of its people, which is at the least any 
democratic society, will support efforts like these to better people's lives. 

     Another realm of answers lies in a society's desires for economic development. Many earth 
scientists devote their work to finding more efficient or more effective ways to discover or recover 
natural resources like petroleum and ores. Plant scientists seeking strains or species of fruiting 
plants for crops are ultimately working to increase the agricultural output that nutritionally and 
literally enriches nations. Chemists developing new chemical substances with potential 
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technological applications and physicists developing new phenomena like superconductivity are 
likewise developing knowledge that may spur economic development. In a world where nations 
increasingly view themselves as caught up in economic competition, support of such science is 
nothing less than an investment in the economic future. 

     Another whole realm of answers lies in humanity's increasing control over our planet and its 
environment. Much science is done to understand how the toxins and wastes of our society pass 
through our water, soil, and air, potentially to our own detriment. Much science is also done to 
understand how changes that we cause in our atmosphere and oceans may change the climate in 
which we live and that controls our sources of food and water. In a sense, such science seeks to 
develop the owner's manual that human beings will need as they increasingly, if unwittingly, take 
control of the global ecosystem and a host of local ecosystems.  

     Lastly, societies support science because of simple curiosity and because of the satisfaction and 
enlightenment that come from knowledge of the world around us.  Few of us will ever derive any 
economic benefit from knowing that the starlight we see in a clear night sky left those stars 
thousands and even millions of years ago, so that we observe such light as messengers of a very 
distant past.  However, the awe, perspective, and perhaps even serenity derived from that 
knowledge is very valuable to many of us.  Likewise, few of us will derive greater physical well-
being from watching a flowing stream and from reflecting on the hydrologic cycle through which 
that stream's water has passed, from the distant ocean to the floating clouds of our skies to the 
rains and storms upstream and now to the river channel at which we stand.  However, the sense 
of interconnectedness that comes from such knowledge enriches our understanding of our world, 
and of our lives, in a very valuable way.  In recognizing that the light of the sun and the water of a 
well are not here solely because we profit from their presence, we additionally gain an analogy 
from which we can recognize that the people in the world around us are not here solely to 
conform to our wishes and needs.  When intangible benefits like these are combined with the 
more tangible ones outlined above, it's no wonder that most modern societies support scientific 
research for the improvement of our understanding of the world around us. 

2 . Actividades de comprensión 

1 .¿Qué definición se da de ciencia? ¿Cuál es su objetivo? 

2. ¿Qué palabra/s se reiteran  en la definición y parecen ser claves? 

3. ¿Qué diferencia existe entre la ciencia experimental y la de observación? ¿Comparten algún 
aspecto? 

4. ¿Qué razones, según el artículo, llevan a una persona a hacer ciencia desde la motivación 
individual?  

5.¿Qué razones, según el artículo, se  exponen acerca del interés social en hacer ciencia?  
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 3. Análisis de género. 

¿En qué líneas el autor del artículo  el autor es mordaz respecto de los objetivos de la ciencia? 

Explique su impresión. 

 

4. Verdadero o falso. 

1. La ciencia se basa en desterrar creencias previas. 
2. La ciencia se puede clasificar en exterior y discreta 
3. La ciencia experimental y la observable pueden solaparse 
4. Un verdadero científico es aquel capaz de refutar principios  hasta entonces existente. 
5. Las ciencia también persiguen fines económicos. 
6. El conocimiento que se genera dentro de las Megacorporaciones no siempre se  difunde 

fuera de la corporación 
7. Se hace ciencia por el deseo natural de conocer 
8. El conocimiento se conecta y enriquece para hacernos saber cuestiones abstractas 

5. Gramática:  

 1.  Los afijos. 

Scientist    ist es el sufijo que indica un sustantivo referido a quien realiza la actividad.  

¿Qué otros sustantivos  que utilizan esta terminación  aparecen en el texto? 

Siguiendo el texto intente identificar qué tipo de palabra es la siguiente (adjetivo, sustantivo, 
verbo, adverbio).  Identifique el afijo. Si la información del texto fuese insuficiente utilice una lista 
de afijos para ayudarse. 

Observable 

Observational 

Bombardment  

Stimulants 

Behaviour 

Commonality 

Disprove 

Previously 

Unknown 

Overturns 

Obscurity 

Earthquakes 

Enriches 

Superconductivity 

Unwittingly 

Ecosystems 

Upstream 

Interconnectedness 
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2. Tiempos verbales 

¿Qué tiempos verbales predominan en el texto? ¿Porqué cree se utilizan en cada caso? 

¿Cómo es la forma de estos tiempos? 

3. Gerundios 

Proponga una traducción para la frase marcada en cursiva. 

4. En la frase en rojo, reconozca el verbal principal. 

6. En unas pocas frases exprese la idea principal de este texto 

 

 


